
LOCALIZATION FOR FOURIER SERIES ON SU(2)

BY

R. MAYER(l)

1. Introduction. Let SU(2) be the group of 2 x 2 unitary matrices with deter-

minant 1, and for each positive integer n let xn be the irreducible «-dimensional

character of SU(2), ([6, pp. 151, 163] our character xn is Weyl's Xn-i)- With each

integrable function/on SU(2) there is associated a Fourier series

/- Jpn/       PJ = f*nXn,
n = l

where * denotes convolution. For each b e SU(2) and each integer i>0we set

Sk(fi:b) = 2 PJ(b).
n = l

Let N(b) be the space of functions feL1(SU(2)) which vanish on a neighborhood

Vf of b. The main results of this paper are Theorems A-C below.

Theorem A. Let b e SU(2),fe N(b). If all of the first derivatives off (in the dis-

tribution sense) are functions in L"(SU(2)) for some p > 3/2, then limn_ x Sn(f: b) = 0.

If p< 3/2, there is a function f e N(b) whose first derivatives are all functions in

LP(SU(2)) and such that limn_ „ Sn(f: b) does not exist.

Theorem B. IffeN(b) n N( — b) and the first derivatives of f are functions in

L\SU(2)), then limn^M Sn(f:b) = 0.

Say a function/GL1(5C/(2)) is of bounded variation if its first derivatives are all

measures.

Theorem C.Ifbe SU(2) and V<=SU(2) is any nonvoid open set, then there is a

function of bounded variation which vanishes on the complement of V such that

limn_ „ Sn(f: b) does not exist.

The proof of Theorem C yields the following example. Let e be the identity for

SU(2) and let
g(b) = 0       if tr (è) < 0,

= i       if tr (b) = 0,

= 1       if tr (b) > 0,
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where tr = trace. Then limn_w Sn(g:b)=g(b) if 6^ ±e, and lim,,.^ Sn(g:b) does

not exist if b=±e. (Topologically SU(2) is a 3-sphere, g=l on the northern

hemisphere, \ on the equator, and 0 on the southern hemisphere, and the Fourier

series for/diverges at the north and south poles.)

2. Influence sets. Let G be a compact group, let S={Sa} (a e A) be a summa-

tion method for G, [3, §5], let M be a linear submanifold of L1(G), let F be a closed

subset of G and let b eG. We will say F influences S at 6 for functions in M if

limaSjl Sa(f:b) = 0 for every fe M which vanishes on a neighborhood of F.

Lemma 2.1. Lei G be a compact Lie group, and let M be a left translation invariant

linear submanifold of L1(G) which is also a module over C°(G) (i.e.,fg e M for all

feM, g e CC(G)). Let S be a summation method for G, b eG. Then there exists a

unique closed set Ib(S, M) in G such that Ib(S, M) influences S at b for functions in

M and Ib(S, M) is contained in every closed set which influences S at b for functions

in M. Also Ib(S, M) = bIe(S, M) where e is the identity for G.

Proof. This was proved in [3, Theorem 5.7] for the case where M=L1(G). We

will show that if Fi and F2 influence S at 6 for functions in M, then so does

Fi n F2. The rest of the proof is exactly like the proof given in [3]. Let Fi, F2

influence S at 6 for functions in M and let/be a function in M which vanishes on

a neighborhood U of Fx n F2. Let Vx, V2 be disjoint compact neighborhoods of

Fi — U, F2 — U respectively and let h be a C°° function on G such that 6=1 on Vx

and 6 = 0 on F2. Then fh e M and fh vanishes near F2 so limaeA Sa(fh:b) = 0.

Similarly limaeASa(f(l—h):b) = 0, so limaeASa(f:b) = 0 and Fx n F2 influences 6

for functions in M.

We will write Ie(S, M)=I(S, M), and we say that the method S has the localiza-

tion property for functions in M if 7(5, M) = {e}. An element 6 of G is in 7(5, M)

if and only if for each neighborhood F of 6 there is a function/g M such that/

vanishes on G— V and limae/1 5a(/:e)#0.

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a compact Lie group, let S={Sa}, (a e A) be a central

sumrhation method for G [3, §5] and let M be a linear submanifold of LX(G) which

is left and right translation invariant and which is a module over C°(G). Then

aI(S, M)a~1=I(S, M)for all a eG.

Proof. Let 6 e7(5, M), aeG and let F be any neighborhood of aba'1. Then

a~1Va is a neighborhood of 6, so there is a function/G M such that/vanishes on

G-a'1 Va and lima64 5a(/:e)#0. Define g e M by g(x)=f(a~1 xa) for all xeG.

Then g vanishes on G— V and by [3, Equation (5.2)]

Sa(g:e) = g * S:(e) = f f(a-1ya)S-(y-1) dy = f f(y)S-(ay-1a-1) dy
Ja Ja

= j/O^Cr1) dy =/* S:(e) = Sa(f:e).

Thus limaej4 5a(ft e)/0 and aba-1 e 7(5, M).
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Let G be a compact Lie group and let © be the Lie algebra of G, i.e., the Lie

algebra of left invariant vector fields on G. A function fe L1(G) is of bounded

variation if for each D e © there is a constant KD such that

(2.3) \(DgJ)\ Ú KD\\g\U       for all g eC»(G).

The space of functions of bounded variation on G will be denoted by BV. For

1 ápáoo let Wp be the space of functions in L1(G) all of whose first derivatives are

functions in LP(G). (A function/gL1(G) is in Wp if and only if for each D e ©

there is a function DfeV(G) such that (Dg,f)=-(g, Df), for all geCx(G).)

It is routine to verify that BV and W\ are left and right translation invariant

modules over C"(C7).

3. Localization theorems. In this section G will always denote SU(2) and ©

will be the Lie algebra of SU(2). For each integer n ^ 1 let En be the n2 dimensional

two-sided ideal in L2(G), let xn be the irreducible character in En and let Pn be the

orthogonal projection onto En. Let 5'={5,n} (1 ̂ n<co), be the summation method

for G defined by

(3.1) Sn = Px+---+Pn.

In [3] it was shown that I(S,L\G)) = G. In this section we find I(S, Wl) and

7(5, BV).

Theorem 3.2. Let S be the summation method defined in (3.1). Then

I(S: Wl) = {e}       if p > 3/2,

= {e}u{-e}       ifl^p< 3/2.

The proof will require a few lemmas.

Lemma 3.3. For any D e ©

(3.4) (DX2)nXn = D(Xn +1 - Xn -1)      for all n^ 2.

(3.5) (DX2) 2 kXk = /J>(xn + xn + i)       for all « 2t 1-
)c = l

(3.6) (DXn)(3 - X3) = ((n + l)x„ - x - (n - l)Xn+x) ■ DX2      for all n ^ 2.

Proof. We prove (3.4) by induction on n. Observe that (3.4) holds for « = 1 if

we set xo=0. We will use the relations

(3-7a) X2Xk+i = Xk+Xk+2,

(3.7b) xaXfc = Xfc + 2 + Xfc + Xfc-2,        (k ^ 2)

[6, p. 128]. For n=2 we have

DX2-2X2 = 7)(x¡) = D(X3 + l) = 7>(X3-1).
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Now assume (3.4) for nSk where k^2. Applying the derivation D to both sides

of (3.7a) and using (3.4) for n=k we get

(3.8) DX2 ■ Xk +1 + Xa(-0X2 • k\k + DXk - i) = DXk + DXk + 2.

Since

X2-DXk-i = D(X2Xk_x)-DX2Xk-X = D(Xk + Xk_2)- DX2-Xk.x

we obtain

(k+l)Xk+x-DX2 + (k-l)Xk-X-DX2 = DXk+2-DXk-2.

If we use the induction hypothesis to evaluate (k — l)Xk-X- DX2 we obtain (3.4) for

«»Jfc+1. (3.5) follows immediately from (3.4). Finally

((n+l)Xn.x-(n-l)Xn + x)DX2 = ((n-l)Xn-X-(n+l)Xn+x + 2(xn-X + Xn+x))DX2

= £>(Xn-Xn-2)-D(xn + 2-Xn) + 2X2XnDX2

= D(-Xn + 2 + 2Xn-Xn-2) + XnDX2

= D((3-x3)Xn)-XnD(3-x3)

= O-xJDXn-

Lemma 3.9. Let h e Wp where p > 3/2. F6e«

lim n     h(a)xn(a) da = 0.
n-»oo      Ja

Proof. Let A be the Laplace operator for G, A = D\ + D2 + D2 where Dx, D2, D3

is any basis for & which is orthonormal with respect to the Killing form for ©.

Each character Xn is an eigenvector for A [1, p. 426]. Say Ax„ = Anx„. Then it is

well known that

(3.10) An = A2(«2-l)/3.

((3.10) can be verified by induction using the relation An = Axn(e)/n together with

(3.7a) and the fact that Dxn(e)=0 for all n since yn has a maximum at e.) For

6 g Wl we have

f h(a)Xn(a)da = 3 f 6(a) AXn(a) ¿a/A2(«2-l)
Ja Ja

= -3]|(A6,Ay„)/A2(«2-1),
i = i

so the lemma will follow if we show

(3.11) lim (ft DXn)/n = 0,
n-» to

for all g e LP(G), De®. Condition (3.11) is satisfied for any g in the representative

ring of G, and since the representative ring is dense in LP(G) for 1 Sp < oo it follows

from [3, Lemma 5.10] that (3.11) holds for all g e V(G) (3/2 <p < oo) if and only if

(3.12) {«"MI^XnL : 1 = n < c»}

is bounded for each q, 1 <q< 3.
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Now Ax!=2x2 AX2+2 2?=i (Ax2)2 so using (3.10) we get

(3.13) 2 (DiX2f - (x3-3)A2/3.
¡=1

Since Ax2 is real it follows that

(3.14) (3 - x3) - 1I2DX2 e L°°(G),       for all De®.

By (3.6) and (3.14) we see that there is a constant KD such that

HAXnL = \\((n+i)Xn-i-(n-l)xn + i)DX2-(3-X3y%

^ «« + 1)X„ - ! - (n - l)Xn + 0(3 - xa)"1/2 L

and hence

(3.15)        ir1!/*»||, ^ ^Hxn-i-xn.i+w-^xnlUIKs-xa)-1'2!!,.

Using the explicit formulas for the characters and Haar measure on 5(7(2) discussed

in [6, pp. 151, 163] we get Xn + i(a) — Xn-i(a) = en + e'n where the eigenvalues of a.

are s, e_1, so

||Xn-l-Xn + l+n_1X2Xn|U   =  4>

and

ll(3-X8)-1/aIS = 21"«-- ¡" sin2'" (t)dt.
77 Jo

(3.12) thus follows from (3.15), and the proof of Lemma 3.9 is complete. (Note

that W^Wi for 1 ̂ p = oo.)

Let fe Wp where p > 3/2 and suppose / vanishes on a neighborhood V of e.

By [3, Equation 5.12] we have

Sn(f:e) =f* S-(e) = ^f(a)((n+l)Xn(ä)-nXn + x(a))(2-X2(a))-' da.

Since/vanishes near e and (2 — X2)_1 is infinitely differentiable except at e it follows

that n = (2 —x2)-1/is a function in Wl which vanishes near e, and

Sn(f:e) = jah(a)((n+l)Xn(a)-nXn + 1(a))da.

By Lemma 3.9 limn^œ Sn(f:e)=0, hence 7(5, Wf)={e} if/»3/2,

Lemma 3.16. Let f be a function in L2(SU(2)) which is continuously differentiable

except at a single point a, and let De®. Suppose that the pointwise derivative Df

(which is defined except at a) is a function in L1. Then the derivative of f considered

as a distribution is the function Df.

(The proof is a standard kind of argument, and is omitted.)

Lemma 3.17. Suppose l^p<3/2. Then there exists a function fe W¿ which

vanishes on a neighborhood of e such that lim,,-,,,,, Sn(f:e) does not exist.
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Proof. Let F be the function on [0, n) defined by

F(/) = 0       ifOSfSir/2
1        } =CSCf-l if7r/2^/<7r.

Let 8 be the function on G defined by

(3.19) Ö = arc cos (ix2).

Let/=Fo 8. Then/gL2(G)cLp(G), [6, p. 163], and for any D e © we have

Df(a) = 0       if 0 S 8(a) S n/2
(      ' = -csc 8(a) cot 8(a)D8(a)       if tt/2 S 8(a) < it.

Now

D8 = -h(l-(hx2?)-ll2DX2 = -(3-Xsrll2Dx2

is bounded by (3.14), so DfeL1(G), and by Lemma 3.16 the distribution derivative

of/coincides with the function Df. Since DfeLv(G) for l^/><3/2, we have

fe W^for l^p<3/2.

F*/ = if, Xk)■ Xk = ÏXkfrk,       kodd,k>l.

Hence Pkf(e) does not tend to 0 as A: becomes large and hence limn-, *, S„(f: e)

= limn_„ 2" Pfc/W does not exist.

Lemma 3.21. Let feL\G) and suppose that f vanishes on a neighborhood V of

{e}u{-e}. Then

(3.22) lim  f f(a)Xn(a) da = 0.
n-»co Jg

Proof. Let ¿"(CT - V) be the subspace of LP(G) consisting of those functions in

L"(G) which vanish on F. Since {x„} is an orthonormal set in 7_2(t7), (3.22) holds

for all/G7_2(C7- V) and since L2(C7- V) is dense in L\G- V) it follows from [3,

Lemma 5.10] that (3.22) holds for allfe L\G- V) if and only if the set of numbers

{sup {|yn(a)| : aeG—V} : lSn«x>} is bounded. It is easy to verify that this is

the case.

Lemma 3.23. 7(5: IFi) = {e} u {-e}.

Proof. Let / be a function in W\ which vanishes on a neighborhood F of

{e}\j{-e}. Then by (3.5)

(3.24)   Sn(f:e) = I/(«)(! «»)) da = £ (f(a)/DX2(a))-D(Xn + Xn+i)(a) da,

for any D e ©, TJ^O. Let Dx, D2, D3 be an orthonormal basis for © with respect

to the Killing form for ©, and let F¡={a e G : D¡x2(a)=0} (1 ̂ 3). it follows

from (3.13) and the fact that xa(a) = 3 if and only if a= ±e that FxnF2n F3
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={e} u {-e}. Let U be a neighborhood of {e} u { — e} such that U~<=V and let

Fiu=Fj n(G-U) for 1 gj'=3. Then each Ff is compact and

Choose open sets IP, (1 ̂ 7^3) in G so that

W, =» F?   and    f| **7 = #•
i-i

Let (Ify-)' be the complement of H7/" so that {(Wf)': 1 ¡Sjf¿3} is an open cover for

SU(2). Let {gx, g2, g3} be a C°° partition of unity for G subordinate to this cover

(so gj=0 on Wf) and let n be a C° function such that h = 0 on U and n = l on

G— V. Let Xj=gjh for 1 ̂ /^3. Then we have

/= 2 hf-y = i
Moreover each A;/7J);X2 is a C°° function since Ay vanishes on a neighborhood of

the zeros of jDx2- By (3.24)

Sn(f:e) = 2 Snßjfie) = ¿  f (A,///)^)-A(Xn + 1+Xn) ̂-

Each function Xjf/DjX2 is in ff^, since ff^ is a module over Cœ(G). Hence

Sn(f:e)=  -J   f  A(V/AX2)-(Xn+l + Xn)^

and it follows from Lemma 3.21 that lim,,...*, 5n(/:e)=0. Hence I(S, Wx)

c{e} u { — e}. By Lemma 3.17 7(5, Wx) contains {e} as a proper subset so Lemma

3.23 follows.

We have already observed that 7(5, Wl)={e} ifp>3/2. The rest of Theorem 3.2

is clear from Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 3.23. lffeL1(G) and/vanishes near e then

either lim,,.,,» Sn(f:e) = 0 or limn^„o Sn(f:e) does not exist [3, Theorem 7.12].

Hence Theorems A and B of the introduction follow from Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 3.25. I(S, BV) = G. (This is Theorem C of the introduction.)

Again the proof requires a few lemmas.

Lemma 3.26. Let f be a class function in L1(SU(2)) and let f be the even function

on [—tt, tt] defined by

f'(t) = f(xt)      where xt = diag (eu, e~u).

Suppose that f eL\-Tr, tt) and let /'~2 Cneint be the Fourier series for /'. Then

(3.27) Sn(f:a)=   2   Cke^^~(CnXn.x(a) + Cn+xXn(a))
-n + l

for all a e SU(2), n= I, 2,..., (6 is as in (3.19)).
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Proof. Cn=C-n so for any « > 1

(3.28) f f(a)xn(a)da = - f f'(t)sinnt sin t dt = Cn.x-Cn + X.
Ja TtJ-n

Using the relation Xn = 2 cos («- l)8+x„-2, for n^2, (Xo=0) we get

(3.29) PJ= (fi Xn)Xn = 2Cn_i cos («-l)0 + Cn_lXn_2-Cn + lXn

for «a 2. Since Px/= C0 — C2 and

S-(/:fl) = 2 p*Äa)>

(3.27) follows from (3.29).

Lemma 3.30. For each t e ( — 2, 2) let Xt be the function on G defined by

Xt(a) = 0       ifxAa) < t,

(3.31) = i       ifX2(a) = t,

= 1        ifX2(a) > t.

Then the Fourier series for Xt diverges at ±e and converges elsewhere.

Proof. X't is clearly in L1(—tt, tt) and a straightforward calculation shows that

(3.32) a;(5) ~ 2 cy™,

where Cn=sin (« arc cos (iO)/77"- We will write F=arc cos (\t). By (3.27)

o /\     \       "v   sin AT ,,.,,„,   sin nT        . .    sin («4-1)7"    ,
«*•> = J.-JT^—n-n-*«-1^-   ,(«4-1)    *■<«)•

We know that

lim V 5ÜL*Ief*««) = Ai(ö(a))
n-> 00   ~       7TK

for all 0(a), so lim,,..,*, 5n(At:a) exists if and only if the limit

(3.33) lim (sin «F)Xn_i(a)/«4-(sin («4- l)F)Xn(a)/(«4-1)
n-» oo

exists. If a^ ±e this limit is clearly 0. If a=e (3.33) becomes

lim («- l)(sin nT)/n + «(sin (n4- l)F)/(«4-1)
n-»oo

and this limit does not exist for Te(0,tr). Similarly limn^„o 5n(At:-e) does not

exist.

In §4 we will show that the functions At g BV by computing their derivatives

explicitly. (The explicit formula for the derivatives will be used in a later paper.)

For the present we assume Xte BV.
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Proof of Theorem 3.25. Every conjugacy class of 5(7(2) is of the form

(3.34) Kt = {a e SU(2) : X2(a) = t}       for some t e [ -2, 2].

Any neighborhood N of Kt contains a set of the form

NtE = {aeG : \X2(a)-t\ < e}.

Let fte be a continuously differentiable class function on G such that

fu(a) = 0 ifX2(a)^t-e,

= -1        ifX2(a)^ t + e,

and such that /i£ = 0 near -e and/,£=-l near e. Then /('e~2 Cneins where

Cn = o(n'1) and it follows from (3.27) that/iE has an everywhere convergent Fourier

series. Let te (-2, 2), let N he any neighborhood of Kt, and let NtE<^N. Then

\+ftee BV, Xt+fu vanishes on the complement of N and lim,,..«, Sn(Xt+fte:e)

=limn-.00 Sn(Xt:e) does not exist. Hence Nn I(S, BV)^0 for every neighbor-

hood N of Kt, hence Ä, n I(S, BV)^0 and by Lemma 2.2, Kt<=I(S, BV). Clearly

Ai <=/(S, BV) for i= ± 2 and it follows that /(5, BV) = G.

4. Calculation of some derivatives. Let G be a compact Lie group with Lie

algebra ©. For each D e ® let DR be the right invariant vector field on G defined

by DR= -J DJ where (Jf)(x)=f(x'1)=f*(x) for any function/on G.

Lemma 4.1. Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra

®, let% be an abe Han subalgebra of®, and let E be a minimal two-sided ideal in the

convolution algebra L2(G), of dimension dE. Then there exists an irreducible matrix

representation a -> (pkj(a)) of G and a family {</>k} (l^k^dE) of real linear functionals

on © such that

(4.2) pkjeE, lék,j^dE,

(4.3) Dp.ki = iUDhk,,        lúkjú dE,   De%

(4.4) DRpki = i</>k(D)p.kl,       lúKjú dE,    De SU.

Proof. The space E is translation invariant, and hence is invariant under each

operator De®. Also each restriction D\E, D e © is skew Hermitian since (Df, g)

= - (f Dg) for all figeE. The complex associative algebra generated by

{D\E : DeSH} is an abelian selfadjoint algebra of operators on E, and hence is

generated by a single operator T\E. Using left invariance of T it is easy to verify

that T(f* g)=f* Tg for all/,ge E, and from this it follows that any eigenspace

of T|E is a left ideal in E. Since E is the orthogonal sum of the eigenspaces of T\E

and any left ideal in E is the orthogonal sum of minimal left ideals we can write

7i = 2 Ek (I ^k^dE) where each Et is a minimal left ideal invariant under T(and

hence under 21), and the ideals Ek are mutually orthogonal. Write 2ts = {DB : D e 21}.

Each ideal Ek is invariant under 2IB ([4, p. 294] and note that DRPE is a bounded
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right invariant operator where PE is the projection onto E). Write Ek=L2(G) *fk

where fk=f* is a minimal idempotent in L2(G), and let Fk=J(Ek)=fk* L2(G).

Then Fk<^E and each Fk is a minimal right ideal which is invariant under 21 and

2IB. Ek n F,=/ * F2(t7) *fk=f * E*fk is a 1-dimensional subspace of E [2, p.

104], and the spaces Ek n F, are mutually orthogonal and invariant under 31 and

9ts. For each D e 91 and 1 S k S dE let <^fc(7)) be the number such that D\Ek = i<j>k(D)Ik,

where Ik is the identity operator on Ek. D\Elc is a scalar by Schur's lemma and

<pk(D) is real because D\E is skew Hermitian. Iffe Fk and D g 21 then DRf= —JDJf

= —J(i<f>k(D)Jf) = i</>k(D)f, and hence if p e Ek n F¡ we have

(4.5) Dp = #fc(/JK       Arf* = iUD)p.

Let/ki (1 SkSdE) be a unit vector in Fi n Ffc. Then (/fcl)" (1 SkSdE) is an ortho-

normal basis for Ex. The matrix coordinates of the left regular representation L

restricted to Fi relative to the basis (fkX)~ are given by pkj(a) = (L(a)fjX,fkX)

=fki*f*(a) so pkjeE¡r\Fk. It follows from (4.5) that the functions pkj have

the properties stated in the lemma.

For the rest of the paper G=SU(2) and © is the Lie algebra of G. Let Q be the

projection onto the space of class functions in L2(G). Then for any continuous

function g on G, Qg is the continuous class function on G defined by

Qg{a)= f gibab-^db.
Ja

If pa is a coordinate function of an irreducible representation of G with character

Xn, then using the relations in [5, p. 73] we can show that

(4.6) Qih, = hxn/n.

For any D e & and any T e [0, n] the map pTD of C(G) -> C defined by

(4.7) v-TD:g^(Q(gDx2))(xT),

where xr = diag (eiT, e~iT) is easily seen to be a measure on G.

Proposition 4.8. Let t e [-2, 2], let A¡ be the function on G defined by (3.31),

and let D e ©. Then

(4.9) DXt = (l/ir)(sin T)pTD,       T = arc cos (\t)

where pTD is defined in (4.7), i.e.,

(4.10) 7t(Dg, Xt) = -(sin T)(Q(gDX2))(xT)

for all g e C°°(G).

Proof. The result is clear if t= ±2, so assume r g (—2, 2). Let 21 be the abelian

subalgebra of © generated by D, and for each positive integer « let a -> (plj(a))

be an irreducible «-dimensional matrix representation of G and let <px,..., <pï be
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real linear functionals on 2t having the properties described in (4.2)-(4.4). To

prove (4.10) it is sufficient to show that

(4.11) ?ri<!>l(D)(p,nki, Xt) = - (sin T)(Q(^kiDX2))(xT)

for 1 ̂ n<oo and 1 ̂ k,j^n. For n> 1 we obtain from (4.6), (3.28), and (3.32)

(pl„ Xt) = (plh QXt) = (&*£,, At) = 8kj(Xn, Xt)/n

= 8kj((sin (n-l)T/Tm(n-l))-(sin (n+l)T/rTn(n+1))),

and hence for all n > 1

(4.12) Tmi<l>%D)(plh Xt) = i8kMD) sin T((Xn _ x(xT)/(n - 1)) - (Xn + x(xT)/(n + 1 ))).

This equation also holds for n=l if we agree to set Xn-x/(n—1) = 0 when n = l.

Hence we will have (4.11) if we show that

(4.13) nQ(pliDX2) = i8kMD)(Xn + i/(n+l)-Xn-J(n-l)).

We prove (4.13) by showing that both sides of the equation have the same inner

product withpfr for 1 ̂ m<co and 1 ̂ s, r^m. By the usual orthogonality relations

for coordinate functions we get

(iKMD)(Xn + l/(« + 1) - Xn - l/(» - 1)), H$)

= i8ki 8srtf(D)(8n + x,m-8n_x,m)/m2.

Now use (3.4) to get

(nQ(pnkjDX2), pfr) = n(p.nkiDX2, Qp?r) = n8sr(pnkj, DX2-Xm)/m

= n8sr(plj, D(Xm + x-Xm_x))/m2

(4.15) = n8sr(Dpli, Xm -1 - Xm + i)/m2

= n8sr(i<f>7(D)p^, Xm-X-Xm + x)/m2

= i8sr8kMD)(K.m-i-K.m + i)/m2.

Compare (4.14) and (4.15) and see that we have proved (4.13) which completes

the proof of Proposition 4.8.
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